
Ogury Brand Protection
Safeguarding your investment with data safety, brand safety and fraud prevention

In an AdTech ecosystem rampant with toxic data, 
unsavory content and fraud, it’s not enough to meet 
minimum standards. Ogury goes further than the rest 
by serving ads based on explicit and unambiguous user 
choice, with proprietary fraud prevention technology that 
serves ads to humans in the intended environment.
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While fraud protection and brand safety are considered essential, advertisers often overlook the third 
pillar of brand protection – Data Safety. Without assessing the data used for campaigns, advertisers 
may unknowingly target consumers with toxic data, collected without the user’s consent. This puts 
your brand at legal and reputational risk, creating distrust with consumers and compliance issues with 
GDPR, CCPA and other privacy legislation.

• Ogury puts data safety first. Our solution relies on traceable and trusted consent, ensuring 
compliance with GDPR and CCPA. 

• Users are always given a clear choice to share data or not, and Ogury serves ads in a way that 
respects this choice. 

Brand safety requires careful placement in trusted context, so that ads do not show alongside 
sensitive or inappropriate content. 

• Ogury manually vets all publishers to ensure appropriate content for our advertisers. 

• Only iOS App Store or Google Play Store verified apps are considered for placement, so all apps 
must also pass Google and Apple standards. 

• Our ad server and filtering technologies prevent ads from being served to publishers which are 
not on our approved list. 

 

This results in >99% brand safety as measured across verification partners. 
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Fraud Prevention

Ad fraud is the practice of fraudulently representing online advertising impressions, clicks, or data 
events in order to generate revenue – costing advertisers billions each year. Reporting on post-
impression fraud is a start, but pre-bid detection and avoidance protects your brand dollars and 
ensures your impressions are delivered to real users.

Ogury employs multiple levels of protection to run virtually fraud-free campaigns. 

• Proprietary App Spoofing Prevention: With a unique view of user app possession, Ogury’s 
proprietary technology verifies bid request data so apps cannot misrepresent where the 
impression will show. We validate that the user owns the app represented in the bid request, 
finding instances of app spoofing beyond what can be identified by any third party vendor. 

• DoubleVerify Pre-Bid Fraud Avoidance: Offered by default on every Ogury activation, 
DoubleVerify’s solution detects and avoids all types of fraud pre-bid, proactively safeguarding 
your brand dollars and guaranteeing <1% fraud against DoubleVerify measurement.

• IAB Transparency measures: Ogury supports IAB’s transparency initiatives of App-Ads.txt and 
Sellers.json, and uses these measures for verified inventory.

These measures together result in <1% IVT, as measured across verification partners, 
meaning your buy is virtually fraud-free.
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Reach out to sales@ogury.co to learn more about safe advertising activations for your brand today


